RINN paving systemS
TM

Iconic European styling, rich long-lasting color

A Century of Innovation
For the first time, Rinn™ concrete paving elements (pavers and flags) are available in North America. Rinn Betonund Naturstein GmbH & Co. is recognized as the preeminent German manufacturer of concrete pavers and flags,
and, thus, as one of the leading producers of these products anywhere in the world. The hallmarks of Rinn’s pavers
and flags are incredible durability, exquisite detailing, beautiful finishes, eye-catching colors and color-patterning,
and a uniquely German, and timeless, style. Anchor is widely recognized as the world leader in innovative concrete
retaining wall elements. Rinn makes and sells Anchor™ retaining wall elements in Germany. Over the past three
years, Rinn has worked closely with Anchor to transfer the Rinn paving element manufacturing know-how to
Anchor, so that Anchor can now manufacture authentic Rinn paving elements at its plant in Shakopee, Minnesota.
Anchor is the exclusive North American manufacturer of Rinn paving elements.
a brief history of paving systems

2600–2200 B.C.

300–200 B.C.

1800s

Egyptians made a 7 1/2 -mile

Romans – wanting good roads for military, economic,

McAdam & Telford macadam technique

road of sandstone, limestone

and administrative reasons – built on what they had

(unbound broken stone with fine stone and

and logs to transport stones

learned from the Greeks (lime-cement & masonry),

sand settling between) was popular. Logs

for the pyramids.

Etruscans (cement), and Carthaginians (pavement).

(corduroy) and wood slats were also used.
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Through our partnership with Rinn, Anchor Block Company
paving systems. These richly colored concrete paving systems
are the clear choice for a variety of applications, including

Stamped
concrete

Ordinary
concrete

asphalt

Range of aesthetic options
Freeze-thaw durability

residential driveways, patios and walkways. The signature

Design flexibility

Rinn manufacturing process sets a new benchmark for

Compressive strength

product quality that surpasses world standards for strength

Snow removal and snow melt

and durability. These leading-edge paving systems bring an

Ease to replace damaged areas

iconic European style to any outdoor environment.

Concrete
pavers

The clear choice

is pleased to introduce the Rinn™ Laziano® and Medino®

Initial cost and installation
BEST

BETTER

Good

Poor

reference: interlocking concrete pavement institute, icpi.org

1900s

1930–1960

TODAY

Rinn Beton- und Naturstein GmbH &

Rectangular concrete units were successfully tested

Anchor and Rinn announce an unprecedented

Co. KG was founded near Frankfurt,

under heavy traffic in Germany. Dimensionally consistent,

North American licensing agreement. Anchor

Germany. Anchor Block Company was

hand-size concrete pavers were introduced in Germany and

introduces two Rinn™ paving systems to the

founded in Twin Cities, Minnesota.

used to replace clay brick streets damaged during WWII.

U.S. market.
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medino® paving system
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Strength Meets Beauty

The accepted standard in Germany and other world-leading centers of segmental paving design and usage,
face-plus-base is the most durable type of concrete paver construction, providing the ultimate combination
of aesthetics and strength. Through a precisely timed sequence of compression and vibration, the specially
formulated face and base mixes become a composite whole during the manufacturing process. With their rich
colors and carefully selected aggregates, RinnTM paving systems will withstand the harsh Midwest climate and
continue looking beautiful for years to come.
colored granites AND QUARTZITES on
surface ensure RICH LONG-LASTING color.

Face-plus-base product design provides
premium aesthetics and exceptional durability.

beveled edges enhance
aesthetics, assist in
water runoff AND
facilitate snow removal.
fine aggregates in the
high-density units

face provide a smooth and

resist cracking as

refined surface texture.

well as damage from
freeze-thaw cycles.

rinn paving systems meet or exceed international
standards for strength and durability and are

Large aggregates in the base provide
high compressive strength.

backed by anchor’s warranty.
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RINN paving systemS

medino® paving system

TM

Medino® Paving System
Chiseled edges lend a rustic character
to Medino patio stones, and their
size and scale make them suitable for
a variety of uses.

13 3/4" x 20 5/8"

13 3/4" x 13 3/4"

13 3/4" x 8 7/8"

approximate dimensions

• Facing contains colored granites and
quartzites that enhance color longevity
• Natural color hues
• Multipiece system consisting of three
larger-scale sizes
• Two installation pattern options –
random and running bond
• Applicable for use in residential patios,
walkways and driveways
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Beluga Gray

Sahara Beige

Latte Macchiato

Colors shown may vary from the actual product. Colors should always be chosen from
actual samples. See samples at a local dealer or from your contractor.
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laziano® paving system

Laziano® Paving System
An eye-catching complement to any
landscape project, Laziano pavers
provide a contemporary look with
clean, elegant lines.

8 1/4" x 123/8"

8 1/4" x 8 1/4"

8 1/4" x 4 1/8"

approximate dimensions

• Facing contains colored granites and
quartzites that enhance color longevity
• Natural color hues
• Multipiece system consisting
of three rectangular sizes
• Random or running bond
installation pattern options
• Applicable for use in residential patios,
walkways and driveways

Beluga Gray

Sahara Beige

Latte Macchiato

Colors shown may vary from the actual product. Colors should always be chosen from
actual samples. See samples at a local dealer or from your contractor.
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laziano® paving system

medino® paving system

anchor block company
6101 baker road, suite 205
minnetonka, mn 55345

customer service 1.800.440.8657

anchorblock.com

Rinnpavingsystems.us

made in u.s.a.
© 2012 Anchor Block Company
Anchor Block Company (“ABC”) manufactures and sells the Rinn paving systems described in this brochure using proprietary technology
of Rinn Beton- und Naturstein GmbH & Co. KG (“Rinn”), pursuant to a license from Rinn. These Rinn paving systems are covered by ABC’s
limited warranty. For a complete copy visit your local distributor, or contact ABC at www.anchorblock.com. Laziano, Medino, Rinn and the
stylized Rinn logo are trademarks of, and used under license from, Rinn. The Anchor Build Something Beautiful logo is a trademark
of Anchor Wall Systems, Inc. (“AWS”) and is used by Anchor Block Company under license from AWS. Colors shown in this brochure
may vary from actual product. Colors should always be chosen from actual samples.
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